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Installing Large Voltage Connectors on the
Elster Low Voltage AGInode

Pole top mounting option

General
The Low Voltage (LV) AGInode pole top mounting option uses insulation-piercing voltage connectors to contact the 
system voltages. The standard connectors shipped with the LV AGInode are rated for cable sizes #4 AWG through
2/0 (see Figure 1). These cable sizes are commonly used on distribution transformers up to 50 kVA.

The LV AGInode can also be used on transformers larger than 50 kVA by installing large size voltage connectors, 
which are optionally available.1 These large voltage connectors fit cable sizes 3/0 through 750 MCM.

Figure 1. Standard voltage connector

1 Contact your local Elster representative for ordering information. Use Elster part number 1B12347G01.
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Installing the large voltage connectors
To install the large voltage connectors, use the following procedure:

1. Unscrew and remove the connector mounting bolt. Remove the small voltage connector (two parts) and the 
voltage mounting spacer. See Figure 2.

Save the small voltage connector and spacer for future use with a possible smaller distribution transformer. 
These parts are not used with the large voltage connector.

Figure 2. 

2. Unscrew the mounting bolt from the new large voltage connector. The connector separates into three parts: 
bolt, inner jaw, and outer jaw. See Figure 3.

Figure 3. 
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3. Insert the end of the LV AGInode voltage cable into the bottom of the inner connector jaw (see Figure 4). Be 
sure to push the voltage cable through the inner jaw and into the wire cap on the top of the jaw. Continue to 
push until the wire tie on the voltage cable stops on the bottom of the connector jaw.

Figure 4. 

NOTICE
The wire cap on the inner connector jaw and the jaw surfaces may contain a clear grease. Do not remove any clear 
grease from the cap, inner connector jaw, or jaw surface. The grease is part of the voltage connection weather seal.

4. Insert the connector bolt through the sensor mounting flange and the inner jaw. To properly align the voltage 
connector body with the LV AGInode voltage cable, position the bolt in the side of the hole as shown in 
Figure 5.
Note that the round spacer is not used with the large connector. Do not re-install the spacer.

Figure 5. 

Use this side to 
insert bolt
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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

There are no understandings, agreements, representations, or warranties either express or implied, including warranties of merchantabil-
ity or fitness for a particular purpose, other than those specifically set out by any existing contract between the parties. Any such con-
tract states the entire obligation of the seller. The contents of this document shall not become part of or modify any prior existing 
agreement, commitment, or relationship.
The information, recommendations, descriptions, and safety notices in this document are based on Elster experience and judgment with 
respect to operation and maintenance of the described product. This information should not be considered as all-inclusive or covering all 
contingencies. If further information is required, Elster should be consulted.

No warranties, either expressed or implied, including warranties of fitness for a particular purpose or merchantability, or warranties arising 
from the course of dealing or usage of trade, are made regarding the information, recommendations, descriptions, warnings, and cau-
tions contained herein.
In no event will Elster be responsible to the user in contract, in tort (including negligence), strict liability or otherwise for any special, indi-
rect, incidental, or consequential damage or loss whatsoever, including but not limited to: damage or loss of use of equipment, cost of 
capital, loss of profits or revenues, or claims against the user by its customers resulting from the use of the information, recommenda-
tions, descriptions, and safety notices contained herein.
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5. Position the voltage connector outer jaw onto the inner jaw. Screw the connector bolt into the outer jaw until 
the bolt is finger-tight (see Figure 6 and Figure 7).

6. Repeat the above steps to install the optional large voltage connectors on both sensors of the LV AGInode.

To complete the installation of the LV AGInode, see the “Low voltage transformer AGInode (pole top)” instructional 
leaflet (IL42-5005).

Figure 6. 
Figure 7. 
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